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Part A - Answer ALL Questions.                    10 x 2 = 20 Mark  

No      Questions                  KL 

1. Define biometric authentication system.         k1 

2. Differentiate between false match and non match rate.      k1 

3. How average inter-ridge width is calculated?          k3 

4. Draw 3x3 matrix of minutiae marking.              k2 

5. Define eigen face.               k1 

6. Differentiate between biological and artificial neuron.      k4 

7. Write the strength and weakness of iris scan.                       k1 

8. Write the different types of iris sensor.                     k1 

9. Advantage and disadvantages of voice scan.                                           k2 

10. What is meant by mel cepstral coefficient.       k2 

 

Part  B - Answer ALL Questions.                         5 x 16 = 80 Mark 

11. Explain in detail about entire biometric system and working with suitable   16  k2 

Diagram. 

          (or) 

12. Give a brief explanation about accuracy in biometric system and its advantage  

and disadvantages.          16      k2 

 

13. What is meant by feature extraction in fingerprint technique. Explain in  

detail about ridge orientation and ridge frequency.      16  k2 

     (or) 

14.  Discuss in brief about fingerprint matching technique and draw its suitable  

Diagram.          16   k2 

 

      

 



 

15. What is meant by mehalanobis algorithm. And how mehalanobis algorithm is  

suitable for shape free image.         16   k2 

     (or) 

16. (a) Discuss in brief about 3d model based  face recognition system and write  

Its advantage and disadvantage        16   k2 

(b) What is meant by artificial neural network and draw the input, hidden and  

Output layer. 

      

17.  Explain about daugman and wilds approach in iris recognition.    16   k2 

(or) 

18. Define iris recognition and explain about iris representation and localization 

 with neat diagram.        16   k2 

19. Explain about multimodal biometrics and its advantage and disadvantage. 16   k2 

(or) 

20. What is meant by voice scan and explain gaussian mixture model with its  

suitable algorithm.        16   k2 


